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PROGRAMME 
 
 

  

Mendelssohn – Hebrides Overture ‘Fingal’s Cave’ 
  

Tchaikovsky – Violin Concerto 
Soloist: Alexandra Lomeiko 

Kindly supported by Making Music’s  
Philip & Dorothy Green Young Artists Award 

 
  

INTERVAL 
Refreshments available 

 
  

Elgar – Symphony N° 2 in Eb major, Op 63 



Overture: The Hebrides, Op 26 (‘Fingal's Cave’)                             Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847) 
  

Mendelssohn was a German composer, pianist, organist and conductor of the early 
Romantic period. He was born into a prominent and wealthy Jewish family, although 
initially he was raised without religion and was later baptised as a Lutheran Christian. 
Felix was recognised early as a musical prodigy, but his parents were cautious and did 
not seek to capitalise on his talent. As a teenager he successfully studied, composed 
and conducted in Berlin; this was followed by travel throughout Europe. In 1829 
Mendelssohn paid his first visit to Britain at the invitation of a German lord. His 
former teacher Ignaz Moscheles, who had settled in London, introduced him to 
influential musical circles.  
 
Following his tour of England, Mendelssohn proceeded to Scotland, where he visited 
Holyrood Palace and noted down the opening theme to his Scottish Symphony (N° 3). 
Then he visited a cavern known as Fingal's Cave on Staffa, an island in the Hebrides 
archipelago located off the west coast of Scotland. He sent a letter to his family with 
the theme of the overture written on it in detail. In a note to his sister, Fanny he said: 
"In order to make you understand how extraordinarily The Hebrides affected me, I 
send you the following, which came into my head there". The cave at that time was 
around 11 m high and 61 m deep and contained colourful pillars of basalt. The work 
was originally entitled The Lonely Island. Mendelssohn later revised the score, 
completing it in 1832, and retitled it. On the orchestral parts he labelled the 
music The Hebrides, but on the score he wrote Fingal's Cave. The overture is an early 
example of programme music although it does not tell a specific story; instead, the 
piece depicts a mood and sets a scene. It is a stand-alone musical composition rather 
than that preceding a play or opera. Mendelssohn dedicated it to his future patron 
King Frederick William IV of Prussia. The overture consists of two primary themes. 
The opening notes of the overture state the theme Mendelssohn wrote whilst visiting 
the cave, which is played initially by the lower strings and woodwind. The piece is 
scored for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, timpani  and 
strings. It was premièred later that year in London, in a concert that also featured 
Mendelssohn's Overture to A Midsummer Night's Dream. The autograph manuscript 
of the work is held in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.  
 
Following his visit to Britain he went on to visit local musicians and artists in Vienna, 
Florence, Milan, Rome and Naples. In the course of ten visits to Britain during his life, 
totalling about 20 months, Mendelssohn won a strong following, sufficient for him to 
make a deep impression on British musical life. He was particularly well-received in 
Britain as a composer, conductor and soloist. His ten visits here – during which many 
of his major works were premièred – formed an important part of his adult career.  
His essentially conservative musical tastes set him apart from many of his more 
adventurous musical contemporaries such as Liszt, Wagner and Berlioz. 
  
Programme notes provided by Joanna Lavender, February 2012 



Violin Concerto in D, Op 35                                            Pyotr Il'yich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893) 

Allegro moderato – moderato assai 
Canzonetta: Andante  
Finale: Allegro vivacissimo 
  
The year before this concerto was written was the most traumatic and distressing of 
Tchaikovksy's life. In July 1877 he abruptly married Antonina Milioukov, an unstable 
former pupil who had decided she was hopelessly in love with him, rather than risk 
ruining her reputation. The marriage was predictably a disaster and within a few 
weeks Tchaikovsky was desperate to escape. His usual response to any emotional 
turmoil was to flee and he hastily departed on an extended journey to Germany, 
Switzerland and Italy. He was extremely fortunate that Nadezhda von Meck, from 
whom he had first heard only in December the previous year, was already willing to 
relieve him of financial worries with a generous subvention. Tchaikovsky poured out 
his distress in letters to Nadezhda who clearly relished being the mainstay of his life, 
without ever actually meeting him. 
  
In this hyper-tense state of mind, rarely staying long in any location, Tchaikovsky 
completed his Fourth Symphony, which he dedicated to Nadezhda calling it "our 
symphony" in frequent letters. The disturbed intensity of the symphony clearly both 
reflected and eased his state of mind. Tchaikovsky did not return to Russia for the 
première of the Symphony in Moscow in February 1878, and news of its lukewarm 
reception took time to reach him in Italy.  
  
When in March 1878 he returned to Clarens on the shores of Lake Geneva, 
Tchaikovsky began work on a new piano sonata. The day after his return, he was 
visited by the violinist Yosif Kotek, a former student of his at the Moscow 
Conservatory, who was able to give him detailed news of the poor performance at the 
Symphony's première. The composer was immensely fond of the young man, and 
immediately set aside the sonata to begin composing a violin concerto which he 
hoped would celebrate Kotek's virtuosity. 
  
Tchaikovsky worked extremely quickly; within eleven days the sketches were 
complete, and he wrote to Nadezhda that "For the first time in my life I have begun to 
work at a new piece before finishing the one on hand... I could not resist the pleasure 
of sketching out the concerto, and allowed myself to be so carried away that the 
sonata has been set aside.'' 
  
Within two days Kotek mastered the first movement to the point where Tchaikovsky 
felt he could perform it. The composer was dissatisfied with his first effort at a slow 
movement and replaced it with the Canzonetta written in a single day. The 
orchestration was equally swift and the Violin Concerto was complete in less than a 
month.   



Tchaikovsky wanted Kotek to give the première but the young man withdrew and the 
composer then had astonishing difficulty finding a violinist willing to take on the work. 
He dedicated the concerto to Leopold Auer in the hope that Auer would première it, 
only to find that Auer rejected it as "unviolinistic". Other violinists also turned 
Tchaikovsky down before he persuaded Adolph Brodsky to première the work in 
Vienna on 4 December 1881. Although Brodsky performed well, the concerto had a 
mixed reception, enthusiastic applause eventually drowned out by booing.  
  
The first movement opens with a brief orchestral introduction before the soloist 
ushers in a flowing melody, which Tchaikovsky then completely fails to return to.     
The melody is contrasted with the vigorous orchestral tuttis, reminiscent of the 
dances in Eugene Onegin. The solo cadenza appears towards the end of the first 
movement, suggesting that Tchaikovsky had taken care to study the Mendelssohn 
Concerto, an almost certain recipe for success, and the final orchestral tutti is 
overwhelmingly vigorous. 
  
The woodwind introduction of the Canzonetta provides the only hint of melancholy in 
the concerto; the main theme has the character of a folk melody and is passed 
between soloist and woodwind. When the violin finally recalls it, the woodwind 
provide graceful decoration.   
  
The opening of the Finale explodes as a great surprise, yet has been carefully 
prepared. This brilliant movement is the most Russian in character, a vigorous dance 
in the rhythm of the Trepak. In the second of his two themes, Tchaikovsky alludes to 
an orchestral work of Glinka's, Kamarinskaya, which he called "the acorn of all Russian 
music". The opening finally returns to sweep all before it in an exhilarating conclusion. 
  
Programme notes provided by Dominic Nudd, October 2018 
 
 

 

INTERVAL 
Refreshments available in the Church Hall 

 



Symphony N° 2 in Eb, Op 63                                                            Edward Elgar (1857-1934) 
Allegro vivace e nobilmente 
Larghetto 
Rondo (presto) 
Moderato e maestoso 
  
The summer of 1911 must have seemed to those present in London the very best of 
times. True, the Edwardian era had officially closed since King Edward had died the 
previous year, but there was a new King, George V, whose coronation was due in June 
and nothing, it seemed, could possibly dent the air of feverish euphoria, the 
awareness of a bright future. Moreover Edward Elgar, the composer laureate of the 
age, was due to conduct the first performance of his Second Symphony, which would 
surely epitomise the brilliance of the age. Yet when the Symphony appears, listeners 
were bemused by a formal dedication to the memory of the late King and 
disconcerted by a seemingly downbeat work, dominated by a funeral march, which 
did not end triumphantly but faded away into silence.  
 
Elgar's Second Symphony is, in many ways, the culminating embodiment of his 
complex, mercurial personality, an extraordinary musical and emotional kaleidoscope. 
Despite the vigour and confidence of its opening, the whole work is permeated by a 
mood of unease and disquiet; its course is disrupted by great storms and only 
eventually does it achieve a hard won and fragile calm. No wonder that its first 
audience failed to appreciate it.  
  
The circumstances of the first performance on 24 May 1911 may not have helped 
much. The concert was the third of six given on consecutive days by the Queen's Hall 
Orchestra as part of Robert Newman's London Music Festival, all conducted by Henry 
Wood. On the same programme as the new Symphony were two other composer 
conducted works, Walford Davies' Parthenia Suite and Granville Bantock's Dante and 
Beatrice. Quite apart from anything else, one wonders how much rehearsal this 
technically demanding work had had, especially as Elgar had only sent his score to his 
publisher on 28 April! The Queen's Hall was barely half full as Elgar came out to 
conduct. Whatever the audience may have expected they were certainly baffled by 
what they heard and the applause, though respectful, was not wild.  
  
The Symphony opens with a great swirling gesture. The upward leap of three notes 
and following downward flourish in the second and third bars have been labelled 
the 'Spirit of Delight'. This short phrase will permeate much of the symphony, 
undergoing repeated transformation as the mood changes, and often heard remotely, 
through a veil of sound, as though a half remembered dream just beyond recall. 
Elgar's scoring is a swiftly changing kaleidoscope, glowing from within, often 
transparent in its delicacy, built on long flowing string lines, while woodwinds dart in 
and out to add flecks of colour. The energy ebbs and flows restlessly, Elgar often 
making single bar tempo changes.  



The long exposition eventually yields to a long-spanned elegiac ‘cello melody, with 
the 'Spirit of Delight‘ hovering in the background. Horns herald a brief revitalisation 
crowned by trumpet flourishes, which in turn fades, making way for a very sinister 
passage. Fragments of earlier themes waft back and forth, then muted strings and 
horns over a throbbing bass sing an eerie lament, which Elgar described as " . . . a 
sort of malign influence, wandering thro' the summer night in the garden". This 
fades away like mist before the sunlight and a striding melody ushered in by 
the ‘Spirit of Delight’, which is interrupted at its peak by a sudden dramatic hiatus. 
There is a last reflective interlude before the energy returns sweeping onward to 
its close.  
 

The slow movement is a deeply personal evocation of sorrow, and a threnody of a 
great and intense beauty. The march-like main theme, which follows seven bars of 
introduction and is given to flutes, clarinets, trombones and violins over solemn 
brass instruments, builds gradually over muffled drumbeats, moving on and 
holding back as the horns take increasing prominence. This reaches its first peak 
and then gives way to a solo oboe, weaving a sinuous lament over a nervous tread 
of brass and basses. This gradually takes flight and the violins take over the lament, 
underpinned by timpani, leading to an anguished climax after which the music 
sinks back, the opening theme is heard again and dissolves into numbed silence.  
 

After this great outpouring, the effervescent opening of the Rondo seems light-
hearted. It is not difficult to hear the pigeons of St. Mark's Square in the bustling 
woodwind and strings, but this is soon replaced by a striding melody heard in the 
strings. The mood mellows and the striding melody plays counterpoint to rushing 
woodwinds. A savage conflict suddenly erupts. The "malign influence" from the 
first movement sweeps in, aggressive and insistent, over howling brass and beating 
drums. Elgar told orchestras in rehearsal ". . . imagine that this hammering is like 
the horrible throbbing in the head during some fever. It seems to gradually blot out 
every atom and thought in your brain and nearly drives you mad". As the crisis 
seems set to overwhelm the orchestra completely, a cymbal crash blocks its path 
and the rondo continues shaken but unbroken.  
 

The gentle opening of the Finale seems initially to banish all frenzy. The rocking 
theme, a characteristic Elgarian sequence, is gradually embellished by short 
nervous woodwind phrases and brass interjections, and is contrasted with a 
downward stepping syncopated string figure as Elgar gradually builds and releases 
the tension. Horns announce a new surge which is capped by long held solo 
trumpet notes. Each time the tension eases, the opening theme or the syncopated 
figure return to lead the music onwards. As Elgar seems headed for another 
sweeping climax, the 'Spirit of Delight' returns, broadly borne on a shimmering tide 
of strings to bring the symphony to a long slow leave-taking of regret, sorrow & 
tranquillity - all that abides is the memory of beauty. 
 

Programme notes provided by Dominic Nudd, February 2018 (abridged version) 



 
The Soloist 
Alexandra Lomeiko – Violin  
 
Alexandra was born in 1991. A graduate of the 
Royal College of Music and Guildhall School of 
Music and Drama, she is based in London, 
where she has established herself as one of the 
most talented and versatile musicians her age, 
winning prizes in various competitions, being 
broadcast on BBC Radio 3 on numerous 
occasions and performing extensively as a 
soloist, chamber and orchestral musician both 
in the UK and abroad. 
 
Alexandra began violin lessons at the age of 5 in Christchurch, New Zealand. 
During the following years she won many awards and prizes around New Zealand 
before moving to London in 2006 to study at the Purcell School of Music in 
London with Evgeny Grach. Through her studies there, she gave her solo recital 
debut at Wigmore Hall in October 2009 and, in November of the same year, at 
the Watford Colosseum performing Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto with the Purcell 
School Symphony Orchestra. Since then, she has also performed as a soloist and 
chamber musician in many prestigious venues around London including, Royal 
Festival Hall, Queen Elizabeth Hall, Buckingham Palace, Barbican Hall,      
Cadogan Hall, LSO St Luke’s, Princess Alexandra Hall and King’s Place. She 
performs regularly throughout the UK as a recitalist and soloist through the 
Countess of Munster Recital Scheme and is also a selected artist for            
Making Music, UK. 
 
Alexandra has also performed extensively throughout Europe and internationally 
in many countries, including Brazil, Uruguay, Chile, Argentina, China, South 
Korea, Russia, Israel and Singapore. A laureate of numerous competitions, Alex 
has won the Province of Terni Soloist Award from Associazione Mozart Italia 
(2014), Kenneth Loveland Gift Award, UK (2016), a 3rd round finalist in the 
Enescu International Violin Competition (2016), Hattori Foundation Senior 
Award, UK (2017) and the Development Prize at the Michael Hill International 
Violin Competition (2017). Most recently, she has been awarded the prestigious 
Philip and Dorothy Green Young Artists Award by the Making Music Foundation, 
UK (2018). 
 

 



 
In 2010, Alex was awarded “The Henry Weinrebe Award” scholarship by the 
Guildhall School of Music and Drama (London) studying there with Professor 
David Takeno. Following her graduation in 2014, she commenced her 
postgraduate studies at The Royal College of Music with Radu Blidar and Yuri 
Zhislin graduating in July 2017 with a Masters in Music Performance and the 
Artist Diploma Qualification. She was an RCM Lark Scholar supported by a 
Leverhulme Postgraduate Studentship and by awards from the Countess of 
Munster Trust, the Martin Music Scholarship Fund, the Drake Calleja Foundation 
and the Help Musicians UK Foundation. 
 
An active participant in numerous masterclasses, in 2017 she performed as a 
soloist in the RCM Brahms Violin Concerto Masterclass with Maxim Vengerov 
and was a Laureate at the Academie de Musique de Lausanne Duo 
Masterclasses with Pierre Amoyale and Pavel Gililov. 2016 saw Alexandra 
perform in the Great Mountains Music Festival (South Korea) working with Radu 
Blidar and Mihaela Martin and in the International Holland Music Sessions 
working with Krzysztof Wegrzyn. Previously she has performed at the 2015 IMS 
Prussia Cove Masterclasses with Ivry Gitlis and Philippe Graffin, the Kronberg 
Academy Violin Masterclasses with Pavel Vernikov and the Encuentro Santander 
Festival Masterclasses with Zakhar Bron and Mihaela Martin. Alexandra has 
worked with other notable artists such as Yuri Volgin, Charles Castleman,  
Robert Rozek, Boris Brovtsyn and Natalia Prishepenko amongst many others. 

 

 
Making Music is the UK’s leading organisation for leisure-time music, with over 
3,500 music groups in membership. Since its creation in 1961 its Philip and 
Dorothy Green Young Artists scheme (PDGYA) has helped to launch the careers 
of dozens of young musicians, including those of Steven Isserlis, Elizabeth 
Banks and Craig Ogden. It is made possible by the Philip and Dorothy Green 
Music Trust, which promotes young artists and composers. 
www.makingmusic.org.uk/pdgya  

http://www.makingmusic.org.uk/pdgya


Peter J Williams – Conductor   

 

 
 
Peter’s music career began very early on. Born in London, he soon made a 
mark as at the age of twelve when he became the country’s youngest church 
organist.  By the age of fourteen he had formed a local choir and conducted 
his first choral concert. After leaving school Peter was granted a place at the 
London College of Music where he studied conducting with Christopher Fry as 
well as the piano and organ.  After graduating he joined the music teaching 
profession. 
  
In 1973 Peter founded and was conductor of the Islington Choral Society, 
holding that post until 1990. In 1980 he founded Hillingdon Choral Society and 
five years later, Hillingdon Philharmonic Orchestra. He has continued to 
conduct both ever since.  
  
In addition to these posts he was guest conductor of the Hillingdon Musical 
Society from 1989 to 1995 and for eight years he was chairman of the Music 
Sub-Committee of the Hillingdon Arts Association.  
  
At present Peter continues his work as a Day Course Trainer for teachers, Tutor 
for the University of Buckingham, Music Examiner for the London College of 
Music, National Director of Music of the Free Church Choirs (formerly the Free 
Church Choir Union) as well as a small teaching practice. 
  
Over the years Peter has worked with many distinguished soloists. As well as 
conducting concerts locally he has also conducted concerts in London at the 
Royal Festival Hall and Queen Elizabeth Hall on the South Bank, Cadogan Hall 
and in a number of cathedrals in the UK and Europe.  He has led and directed 
many concert tours to France, Germany, Belgium, the Czech Republic, Austria 
and The Netherlands. Last month another successful tour was undertaken to 
Luxembourg. 
  
In December 2015 Peter was awarded the Michael Craxton Award by the 
Hillingdon Arts Association for outstanding service to the music of Hillingdon 
over many years. Peter is married and has two daughters and three 
granddaughters. 



 
 
 
 

 

  
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lucy Cumming – Leader  

Lucy started playing the violin at the age of 
eight, joined her first orchestra the same year and 
has enjoyed performing in orchestras ever since.  
After several years of playing in the Kent County 
Youth Orchestra and leading the West Kent Youth 
Orchestra, she attended Trinity College of Music, 
London, studying violin with Denis East and 
chamber music with Vera Kantrovich.  
While there she won the Len Smith violin 
competition.  
 
After graduating from Trinity College, Lucy worked as a freelance violinist with 
various orchestras and theatres, leading stage string ensembles for musicians 
and popular entertainers from Johnny Nash to Des O’Connor. She taught in 
private schools, Trinity College Junior Department and Adult Education before 
taking up a full time peripatetic teaching job with Hillingdon Music Service.   
Since completing a PGCE with the Open University she has continued to 
teach violin and viola to pupils of all ages, beginners to Diploma standard in 
mainstream and special schools. She has coached and directed several 
youth string ensembles and orchestras and undertaken tours to Holland, Italy, 
Spain with the Senior String orchestra. 
 
Lucy has had a long association with various local music groups including 
Hillingdon Choral Society and Hillingdon Philharmonic Orchestra, playing in 
many of their concerts over the years. 

If you’re interested in joining the orchestra please contact the Secretary at 
hpohonsec@aol.com – we are always in need of string and brass players and  

usually rehearse 3 times before and on the day of each concert 
 

 
 
 
 
 

To receive advance notice of future concerts, please leave your address 
with P Potter on 01895 631039 



Hillingdon Philharmonic Orchestra was formed in 1985 as a local amateur orchestra. Its 
membership consists of local musicians over the age of 18 who wish to continue and 
develop their orchestral playing. There are now over sixty registered members.  
Although there are no formal auditions, players are required to be at least grade seven 
standard. The Orchestra meets for four rehearsals before each of their three concerts 
given annually. The concerts are held in different venues within the London Borough of 
Hillingdon. 
 

A wide and varied repertoire has been performed over the last 33 years. Regular 
performances of choral works are given in conjunction with the Hillingdon Choral 
Society.  Children's Concerts have been held and two successful outdoor Firework 
Concerts have been given in Swakeleys House Grounds. 
 

London venues such as the Queen Elizabeth Hall, Southwark Cathedral and Cadogan 
Hall have been used to celebrate important milestones in the history of the orchestra. 
Our 30th Anniversary Concert saw a number of people awarded lifetime memberships in 
recognition of their support of the orchestra. We started the 2018-2019 season with an 
enjoyable  Christmas concert in a new venue for us, Oak Wood School in Hillingdon, 
however our summer concert sees a return to St Mary’s Church in South Ruislip.  
 

New members are always welcome to register with the Orchestra.  It is possible to do 
this online using the orchestra’s website: www.hillingdonphil.btck.co.uk.  Further details 
are also available from the Secretary on 01628 778044 or email hpohonsec@aol.com .  
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THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING THIS CONCERT! 
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Our apologies to any players not mentioned on this programme  - 
Thank you for playing with us today 

Flute 
Louise Manhire (Principal) 
Doran Crowhurst  
Pam Wynne (Piccolo) 
 

Oboe 
Lydia Holland (Principal) 
Barry Solomon 
Sue Newman 
Nick Bryer (Cor Anglais) 
 

Clarinet 
Annette Cooney (Principal) 
Barry Sullivan 
Claire Vogelei (E Flat Clarinet) 
Tony Donovan (Bass Clarinet) 
 

Bassoon 
Malcolm Lewis (Principal) 
Helen Vincent 
Ian White (Contra Bassoon) 
 

French Horn 
Sophie Prett (Principal) 
Stuart Bonner 
Stephen Hadley 
Peter Peecock 
 

Trumpet 
Ian Cumming (Principal) 
Daniel Hill 
Paul Frankel 
 

Trombone 
Jane Hurley (Principal) 
Ian Mann 
Duncan Futter 
 

Tuba 
Ben Dick 
 

Harp 
Jenny Broome 
 
 
 
 

First Violin  
Lucy Cumming (Leader) 
Pauline Reap 
David Iggulden 
Katherine Cottrell 
Ariane Cammarata 
Annabelle Garrett 
Rosaleen Mann 
 

Second Violin 
Jackie Gallagher (Principal) 
Sandra Morris 
Zara Siddiqi 
Gillian Price 
Alessandra Douglas 
Jane Flindt 
Richard Allan 
 

Viola 
Keith Grout (Principal) 
Vivien Jackson 
Steve Taylor 
Sheila Dobson 
Janet Farrell 
 

Violoncello 
Elspeth Attwood (Principal) 
Colin Walsh 
Rob MacDonald 
Alison Lynch 
Adam Lynch 
 

Double Bass 
Margaret Thomas 
David Tugwell 
Andrew Stubbs 
Richard Hammett 
 

Timpani 
James Burton 
 

Percussion 
Laura Phillips 

 
 





 
 
 
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 
 

CONCERT PROGRAMME FOR THE 2019/20 SEASON 
 

Saturday 23rd November 2019, 7.30 pm 
Winston Churchill Theatre 

An Evening of Bohemian Music 
Programme includes: 

Suppé – Overture to Poet and Peasant 
Dvorak – Cello Concerto in B minor 

Soloist – Indira Grier 
Performing under the Philip and Dorothy Green Young Artists Scheme 

Dvorak – Slavonic Dances 
Kodaly – Hary Janos Suite 

  
Sunday 2nd February 2020 

Bishopshalt School 
Annual Repertoire Day 

A day to come and play lots of music without preparing for a concert 
– open to all instrumentalists 

  
Sunday 8th March 2020 

 Winston Churchill Theatre 
Animal Magic – A concert of orchestral music for all the family 

Programme details available soon 
  

Sunday 17th May 2020 
Ickenham United Reformed Church 

Early Summer Chamber Concert 
Programme includes: 

Haydn – Symphony N° 99 in Eb Major 
Beethoven – Symphony N° 2 in D Major 

  
Saturday 20th June 2020 

 Summer Concert 
St Mary’s Church, South Ruislip 

Programme:  
Walton – Spitfire Prelude and Fugue 

Bruch – Scottish Fantasy 
Mendelssohn – Symphony N° 3 (Scottish) in A Minor 


